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          Product: IOS SDK

Product Version: 4.4.4

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Need to use this SDK in flutter platform. Please provide a reference or help desk support o these below tickets

	Only show a annotate on the toolbar and by default selected.
	By default pen is selected.
	When circling a work or sentence open a UI menu. Is this possible to directly open the note popup?(PTNoteEditController)
	Speak to text on the note functionality.
	As android there is a Summary of annotations on the print option but not shown in ios print functionality


Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Existing Annotation(annotation is created using Adobe ) is getting clear after merging PDF and xfdf (New Annotation) File
                    


                    How to specify placeholder for checkbox in office document template
                    

                    Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
                    

                    React native custom annotation
                    

                    ReactJS: Add the stamp on placeholder when user click on it
                    

                    How to update toolbar button color
                    

                    Why use `addCustomStickyButton` to add button is not any response animation when click like `addToolStickyButton`
                    

                    How to disable annotation selection?
                    

                    Not able to add image in Digital signature field in Android
                    

                    How do i highlight text after overriding longmenupress copy clicked and getting content and coordinates of the copy on react native?
                    

                    How to Show HTML Table Headers on Every Page?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Code samples to add annotations to PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Redact a PDF document on Cross-Platform (Core) - About redactor
	API for Annotating PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	API for digital signatures on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class Convert.TiffOutputOptions - SetPrintmode(Boolean)
	AnnotsCompat.Popup - public static void SetOpen (long impl, boolean is_open)
	Enum Text.Icon

Forums:	Tap and Tap Behaviour for creating Arrow, Line and Ruler Annotation
	[iOS] print annotation edition toolbar on annotation selection
	Individual annotations when using multi-select
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          Hi @ashish.gupta,

You can customize which toolbars are available using the hideDefaultAnnotationToolbars API.

You can also use the setToolMode API to select a certain tool (e.g. the pen).

Could you clarify your use case in a bit more detail with regards to this:


When circling a work or sentence open a UI menu. Is this possible to directly open the note popup?




Speak to text on the note functionality.



Speak-to-text is available as an accessibility feature at the system level on iOS but we don’t have any custom support for it


As android there is a Summary of annotations on the print option but not shown in ios print functionality



The annotation summary is not supported on iOS but it is on our backlog. How important is this for your app?
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          The annotation summary is not supported on iOS but it is on our backlog. How important is this for your app ----

Hi Team this annotation summary is much important for us.  Please share a tentative time to complete this functionality.
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